Substrate eA'ects, which principally refer to the interaction between molecules and solid surfaces, are of fundamental importance in liquid-crystal science and technology. Previous studies [1] of substrate eA'ects on nematic liquid crystals found a transition region, of one to several molecular lengths, near the surface of the substrate.
Clark [2] reported the surface memory effect (SME), of prime importance in liquid-crystal devices, which involves the memory of local directions of a broken symmetry even after the sample has been heated to the isotropic phase. [7] . The adsorbed layer was found to be -4% thinner [8] than a crystalline bilayer in bulk samples. This diA'erence suggested the presence of a deformed crystalline bilayer.
The molecule-substrate interaction appears to be balanced by the strain in the adsorbed layer, allowing additional adsorbed layers or three dimensional clusters to In the second extreme case, the adsorbed layer was nearly completely covered by D7AOB clusters in the crystalline phase of sample 2. This film was modeled as a stratified medium [7, 8] . The reflectivity profiles of sample 2 in various phases depended on the rate of heating.
The results obtained with fast temperature changes ( -4 K/h) are shown in Fig. 2 . The fit in Fig. 1(a) has also been replotted (dashed line) in Fig. 2(a) The presence of the adsorbed layer in the I phase can be seen from the diAerence between the data and the dashed curve which was generated assuming no adsorbed layer. The interference between the Fresnel-Kiessig and the Bragg reflections, resulting in an enhancement (excitation) of intensity below (above) the Bragg peak [10] , was clearly demonstrated.
This film was stable with temperature as seen from curves (c) and (d) in the N and I
phases. The reflectivity profiles of these liquid-crystal films were reproducible after more than 7 months, showing their remarkable stability with time.
The intensity of the Bragg peak in sample 3 [ Fig. 2 
(e)]
was an order of magnitude lower than for sample 2, and the amplitude of Kiessig fringes from the adsorbed layer was noticeably less, because a larger fraction of the sample was misaligned and the aligned part was buried under 10 times more material than in sample 2. It should be pointed out that the adsorbed layer developed fully only after the sample had been once heated to higher temperatures allowing the molecules to adjust to the substrate potential.
The behavior of the adsorbed layer (Fig. 3) Adsorbed layers thicker than a bilayer were never found to be stable in the I phase. On cooling, the thickness of the adsorbed layer doubled in the 2 phase and halved again after long equilibration times at room temperature.
The facts that the adsorbed layer was present in all samples, persisted beyond the clearing point, and melted at temperatures well above the N-I transition, just as the memory (eflect) was lost, suggested that it may be responsible for the SME [2] observed for bare glass surfaces. Detailed x-ray reAectivity study of the structure and dynamics of adsorbed layers should provide better understanding of their role in SME.
The degree of alignment of the crystalline and smectic structures was measured by performing co scans. The co scans in the crystalline phase (top panel in Fig. 4 
